Relational Spaces’
Membership Agreement
Relational Spaces is an association where we support each other and the participants of our
activities. We see ourselves as both a business and a community, a space where we support
each other to thrive and develop, as adults and human beings.
Members of the association are people who actively facilitate workshops, do therapy or
work in the space. As a member you are expected to have monthly payments to the space of
at least a total of 750,-.
Members are featured on the webpage, can be booked for treatments on the webpage and
has their workshops featured in the calendar on the website and Facebook. Also free tea and
coffee.
Every member is also a partner in a learning organization where everyone can unfold their
best skills and also has accountabilities to make things happen.
How do you want to present Relational Spaces to your clients and to participants of your
workshops? Is there a way you can support to make it that space that you are proud to invite
people into?
We want colleagues and friends who are willing to make things happen, who participate in
decision making processes, who clean after themselves, and sometimes after others, who
are not just looking for cheap rooms to rent, but also make sure people are also visiting events
of other members.
You might have times where you rather need support from others, where you don’t have the
energy to think about everything related to your accountability. You might want to reach out to
another member for that support. In a few days you might be the one who can help, when an
ear or a hand is needed.
If you are interested in being a member of Relational Spaces, then we ask you to agree on
some basic things we have listed below.
As a member of RS you agree to:
● Leave the space cleaner than you found it.
● Coordinate and cooperate with the other members using the same room(s) as you.
● Leave people in a better state than you found them.
● Take responsibility for the representation of the Spaces.
● Open the door when somebody rings the bell.
● Support in any way that we can pay the rent each month.
● Take responsibility for small or bigger tasks. (You will get a list of all the responsibilities
in your first interview with one of the existing members.)
● …
This is a living document which can change and grow by petting and feeding it. 4 times per
year we meet for a day and work together on reframing and rephrasing the agreement.

